Maturation of the [NiFe] hydrogenases.
The high degree of similarity that exists between all the [NiFe] hydrogenase operons and the near universality of hydrogen metabolism among microorganisms suggest that the microbial ability to metabolize hydrogen is of great importance and ancient origin. The large number of genes present in these operons, which are mostly involved in the maturation of the structural subunit, is indicative of the complexity of the hydrogenase molecular structure. Two main groups of maturation genes can be differentiated based on the resulting phenotypes when mutated: the 'cis-genes', encoding narrow specificity proteins, are mainly located on the same transcription unit as the structural genes, and the 'trans-genes', encoding broad specificity proteins, are located on a different operon. The maturation of the large subunit starts with the formation of a complex with the chaperone HypC, which remains bound to the amino terminus throughout processing. The ligands CN and CO, which are derived from carbamoylphosphate, are then inserted via HypF and probably other accessory proteins. HypB is responsible for nickel atom delivery in a GTP-hydrolysis-dependent reaction. The last identified step in the large subunit maturation process is proteolytic cleavage at the carboxyl terminus. The possible roles of the other maturation proteins are also discussed.